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Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
The dissertation contains smileys – this deck contains memes.Nowhere it is written that something rigorous or serious or important or well done should be also boring. 



1. Introduction
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Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
My original plan for my PhD was quite different, then covid. This work started as a rapid response to an urgent emerging problem: identify the core issues;understand their dynamics; propose solutions.



Black swan events (Taleb 2007): 
• Rare;
• Hard to predict;
• Potential of generating 

catastrophic impact on our 
societies.

Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
Black swan (Taleb 2007): rarehard to predictpotential of generating catastrophic impact on our societiesNassim Nicholas Taleb has grown an increasing irritation about the media referring to the COVID-19 pandemic as a ‘black swan event’ 



Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
COVID: neither unforeseeable nor unforeseen, as the possibility of spillovers due to the destruction of natural habitats has been on the radars of science for quite a while. Not unprecedented SARS (severe acute respiratory syndrome) in 2003, H5N1 avian flu in 2004, Zika in 2015, …One thing is true: it proved its potential to generate catastrophic impact on our societies. Black swans are structurally hard to predict;But we can build preparedness strategies.Study past and present catastrophic events, understand what did work, what did not, and plan better. We can (must – but that’s already ethics) embed such antifragility plans in the workings of our societies, in order to try mitigating the consequences of the next existential threats we will face – or cause.
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Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
Top 45 words in the corpus, focus on:public health and public health measures (ethics of quarantine)Information flood and information analysis (making sense in the flood)Emerging ethical issues (ethical issues of covid 19 – big five)Risk and crisis communication (PubliCo)Green pass + social listening (Telegram paper)Patient narratives / interviews (DIPEx paper)PHERCC (under the P of public!)



2. Quarantine

Spitale, Giovanni. «COVID-19 and the Ethics of Quarantine: A Lesson from the Eyam Plague». Medicine, Health 
Care, and Philosophy 23, n. 4 (December 2020): 603–9. https://doi.org/10.1007/s11019-020-09971-2

Institute of Biomedical Ethics
and History of Medicine

https://doi.org/10.1007/s11019-020-09971-2


Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
As a side note, in Feb 2020 I briefly went back to Italy to get vaccines and a glider for my honeymoon in Vietnam, and was quarantined as soon as I came back. Might have the swiss record for consecutive days in home office.



Quarantine

Civil and political rights
(autonomy + justice)

Breaking infection chains
(beneficence / non maleficence) 

Quarantine and isolation measures

Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
Quarantine and isolation came first with their load of ethical considerations. Principlistic framing of the quarantine issue



Quarantine

Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
Eyam 1665: plague outbreak, started from this house (Viccar’s)257/700 died



Quarantine

“a watch is constantly kept there night and day to 
keep the people in, the plague making us cruel, as 
doggs[sic], one to another”

(Pepys 1893, vol. IV)

Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
This was the situation in London during the same years – bellum contra omnes(the edition I found is from 1893, Samuel Pepys wrote this in 1665-1666, Great Plague of London)



Quarantine

Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
In Eyam the community opted for a voluntary quarantine – thanks to William Mompesson, the local priest. ‘People would stay in Eyam if they were supplied with food and necessaries’Mass outdoorsMompesson’s well – exchange point



Quarantine

1. Harm: indispensable to avoid causing harm 
to others;

2. Least restrictive or coercive means: education 
and discussion should precede prohibition or 
regulation;

3. Reciprocity: compensate for any 
inconvenience caused to individuals or 
groups subject to such measures;

4. Transparency: all stakeholders affected by 
public health measures must be involved

(Upshur 2002; 2003).

Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
Upshur’s principles – in short



Quarantine

1. Risk of spreading the plague in the region;
2. Measures were as mild as possible and 

accompanied by information on prevention 
(e.g.: outdoor masses);

3. Continuous material support to the 
population of Eyam;

4. Quarantine decisions were not imposed but 
discussed openly within the community.

Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
Upshur’s principles applied to Eyam



Key messages:
• Eyam managed to avoid what happened elsewhere in

Europe (plague + social unrest + more plague);
• The same actions initiated in Eyam will not suffice in

today’s societies;
• But the same principles (as formalized by Upshur) could

work:

• Provide timely and correct information;
• Deploy only measures justified by an actual risk;
• Involve people in making choices that impact their

life;
• Sustain those who are impacted the most.

Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
Study past (or present) catastrophic events, Understand what did work, what did not, and plan better. We can (must – but that’s already ethics) embed such antifragility plans in the workings of our societies, in order to try mitigating the consequences of the next existential threats we will face – or cause.



3. The literature challenge

Spitale, Giovanni. «Making Sense in the Flood. How to Cope with the Massive Flow of Digital Information in 
Medical Ethics». Heliyon 6, n. 7 (July 2020): e04426. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.heliyon.2020.e04426

Institute of Biomedical Ethics
and History of Medicine

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.heliyon.2020.e04426


Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
We have all been there when approaching a new topic with a huge amount of literature, innit?What do I read?What do I read first?



The literature challenge

Query Meaning Hits 

("2020/10/01"[PDAT] : 
"2020/10/10"[PDAT])

Every paper indexed in 10
days

85,140

("2020/10/01"[PDAT] : 
"2020/10/10"[PDAT])AND 
covid[Title/Abstract]

Every paper indexed in 10 
days mentioning «covid» in 
title or abstract

5,823

("2020/10/01"[PDAT] : 
"2020/10/10"[PDAT])AND 
Coronaviridae[MeSH]

Every paper indexed in 10 
days mentioning
«Coronaviridae» in MeSH
terms

2,983

Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
First issue: size – we write tooooo much; never cut the sausage; bibliometrics are of no use to evaluate the quality of researchers’ output – but that’s outside the scope of this presentation



“Despite the increased prevalence of bioethics research that seeks to use empirical 
data to answer normative research questions, there is no consensus as to what an 
appropriate methodology for this would be”.
(Davies et al. 2015)

The literature challenge

Dialogical process Combination of 
dialogical/consultative

Consultative process Neither clearly dialogical nor 
consultative

●Inter-ethics
●Response evaluation hermeneutics
●Moral experience hermeneutics
●Moral conversation

●Pragmatic hermeneutics
●Deliberative democracy
●Integrated empirical ethics

●Encounters with experience
●Phenomenological hermeneutics and 
wide reflective equilibrium
●Wide reflective equilibrium and 
overlapping consensus
●Network model with third person 
moral experience
●Normative empirical reflective 
equilibrium
●…

●Interdisciplinary epoche
●Ethics of public understanding
●Micro-ethics
●Oppositional collaboration
●Complementary thesis
●Distinct methodological 
collaboration
●Phenomenological hermeneutics

4 3 22 7

Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
The second issue, specific to biomedical ethics, is ambiguity (as an example: methodologies in empirical ethics)There is a taxonomy for medical topics (MeSH)There is no such a thing for ethics.  Often you don’t find what you are looking for simply because it uses different keywords/synonyms.



How to survive?
• “The newer, the better”
• “The most cited, the better”
• “Follow a specific tradition/approach”

Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
There are 3 main strategies to survive the flood (and they are utter bullshit)



The literature challenge

• “The newer, the better” -> not viable in medical 
ethics. 

• “The most cited, the better” -> flawed in 
principle: positive feedback mechanism, 
marginalize articles that might be relevant, 
“reputation echo chamber”;

• “Follow a specific tradition/approach” -> 
flawed in principle: lack of global perspective 
on the field,  “heritage echo chamber”.

Solution: smart iterative search strategies + 
text mining

xkcd.com

Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
TNTB: e.g. Beauchamp and Childress would be off the table, even more so I. Kant.TMCTB: if you do not make it you’ll never make it – and maybe you make it because you tweet about your papersFSTA: you stay in your little niche, unaware of the world around.

https://xkcd.com/


The literature challenge

Voyant Tools:
“A web-based text reading and analysis 
environment. It’s designed to make it easy for 
you to work with your own text or collection of 
texts in a variety of formats, including plain text, 
HTML, XML, PDF, RTF, and MS Word”.
(Sinclair et al 2012).

• Free and open source;
• Well documented and easy to use;
• Runs both online or locally.

Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
VT it an important piece of the solution to the 1° issue – and it’s OS, free, and user frindly



Smart Iterative Search Strategies



The literature challenge

xkcd.com

Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
Text mining: Get the full text (there are clever automated ways to do that) First mapping: most frequent words (lemamtized)Second mapping, more informative: most frequent groups of 3 words (lemmatized)Rule based coding (if this article contains the word X classify as Y)All of this is doable in MaxQDA – although I prefer Python, MaxQDA has a simple interface.

http://www.xkcd.com/


Word combination Frequency % Rank Documents Documents 
%

sickle cell disease 403 0,17 1 33 21,57

quality of life 393 0,16 2 81 52,94

end of life 225 0,09 3 39 25,49

in decision make 197 0,08 4 27 17,65

of pediatric oncology 172 0,07 5 33 21,57

to participate in 161 0,07 6 53 34,64

much likely to 149 0,06 7 62 40,52

pediatr blood cancer 131 0,05 8 30 19,61

parent of child 130 0,05 9 34 22,22

health care provider 120 0,05 10 35 22,88

The literature challenge

(hematology[mh] OR hematologic diseases[mh]) AND 
(adolescent*[TiAb] OR teenager*[TiAb] OR "young 
adult"[TiAb] OR "young adults"[TiAb] OR aya[TiAb]) 
AND (((Share*[TiAb] OR sharing[TiAb] OR 
informed[TiAb] OR collaborat*[TiAb] ) AND 
(decision*[TiAb] OR deciding[TiAb] OR choice*[TiAb] 
OR care*[TiAb])) OR ((patient*[TiAb]) AND 
(preference*[TiAb] OR view*[TiAb] OR 
involvement[TiAb] OR decision[TiAb] OR"decision
making"[TiAb] OR attitude*[TiAb] OR 
participation[TiAb])))

Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
3 words freq: try to guess the query(That is the way to tell Pubmed we’re interested into shared decision making for hematological young patients)



The literature challenge

Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
Rule based coding: identify the papers that most likely will be more important for a certain topic alone (e.g: autonomy) or for any combination of different topics (e.g: autonomy and family).Moreover, from the top row we have some insights on the corpus in general,  knowing  that for example the concept of responsibility is more debated than autonomy, that the role of physicians is less debated that the role of families but more than the role of nurses, and so on.



Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
Bonus: as I was not super satisfied with existing tools I wrote my own ones, open source, transparent and as user friendly as possible (see: abortion vs euthanasia in the bioethics subset 2015 – 2021 (74k papers)






Key messages:
• There is too much literature on almost everything, and

often its classification is sloppy;
• SISS and text mining are a useful way to navigate the

flood;
• ‘Distant reading’ complements and anticipates ‘close

reading’, it does not replace it.

• About ambiguity: we need to develop a BeSH tree
structure (and there are some attempts to do it, based
also on my work – iOntoBioethics, Odeh et al. 2021)



4. Emerging ethical issues

Biller-Andorno, Nikola, and Spitale, Giovanni. « Ethical issues of COVID-19 – the emerging Big Five». New 
England Journal of Medicine Catalyst (accepted, May 2022. Preprint: 

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6520032)

Institute of Biomedical Ethics
and History of Medicine

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6520032


Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
It began with quarantine and isolation. What else did emerge?



The pandemic is like a prism
• Affects individuals, groups, and global community;
• Impacts physical, mental and social wellbeing;
• Triggers development and deploy of new technologies.

• Thus we can (must) map emerging ethical issues that
require attention.

Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
I cheated a bit – a dynamic checklist does not mean you lay back and let the machine crunch data and spit out something meaningful. In order to create a dynamic checklist you need to define the seed concepts and the target areas from/on which it will work.



Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
These are the core ethical issues unveiled by COVID-19



Emerging ethical issues

( "2019 Novel Coronavirus"[MeSH] OR 2019-nCoV[MeSH] OR "COVID-19 Virus"[MeSH] OR "COVID19 Virus"[MeSH] OR "Coronavirus Disease 2019 
Virus"[MeSH] OR "SARS Coronavirus 2"[MeSH] OR "SARS-CoV-2 Virus"[MeSH] OR "Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2"[MeSH] OR 
"Wuhan Coronavirus" [MeSH] OR "Wuhan Seafood Market Pneumonia Virus"[MeSH] OR "2019 Novel Coronavirus Disease"[MeSH] OR "2019 
Novel Coronavirus Infection"[MeSH] OR "2019-nCoV Disease"[MeSH] OR "2019-nCoV Infection"[MeSH] OR "COVID-19 Pandemic"[MeSH] OR 
"COVID-19 Pandemics"[MeSH] OR "COVID-19 Virus Disease"[MeSH] OR "COVID-19 Virus Infection"[MeSH] OR COVID19 [MeSH] OR "Coronavirus 
Disease 2019"[MeSH] OR "Coronavirus Disease-19"[MeSH] OR "SARS Coronavirus 2 Infection"[MeSH] OR "SARS-CoV-2 Infection"[MeSH] OR 
"Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 Infection"[MeSH] OR COVID-19[TiAb] ) AND ( autonomy[TiAb] OR rights[TiAb] OR 
freedom[TiAb])

Query Papers

The role of autonomy, rights and freedom in a pandemic 2215

Privacy vs. efficient and effective pandemic management 895

Equity, fairness and solidarity under conditions of resource scarcity 2659

Proportionality of measures: legitimation and procedures 55

Trust and trustworthiness 2311

Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
This is an example of our queries – the table reports n of papers included per each query



Emerging ethical issues

Autonomy, individual rights and freedom

- Quarantine, closed borders and curfews;
- Ban of events and gatherings including 

political demonstrations; 
- Limits to social interactions;
- Disclosure of personal information (contact 

tracing); 
- Vaccine enforcement;
- …

All of this for good reason. Still, there is some 
uneasiness around the sudden – albeit 
temporary – loss of personal liberties.

Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
Finding the least invasive measure that is still effective enough to protect health will be a task that needs to be tackled in the context of national regulations, considering a range of empirical factors, including the urgency of the intervention, the availability of alternatives, and likely reactions. Recognizing and incorporating human rights when developing or deploying public health measures, namely quarantine and lockdown. Other areas in which autonomy plays a central role appear to be telemedicine, surveillance systems, and vaccines. (link to proportionality)



Emerging ethical issues

Privacy vs. efficient and effective pandemic 
management

- Contact tracing, reactance, compliance, ... ;
- Trade-offs between effectiveness and data 

protection;
- Potential risks (repurposing, data access, re-

identification, security vulnerabilities, 
(im)possibility to withdraw consent);

- Low uptake due to low trust.

Clear communication on the scope, duration, and 
limitation of measures could be a crucial factor 
to improve the uptake.

Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
Should police enter a building against residents’ will if they suspect a party with more than the permitted number of participants?The availability of data is key to fight a pandemic



Emerging ethical issues

Equity, fairness and solidarity under 
conditions of resource scarcity

- Ending a pandemic requires global 
cooperation;

- Scarce resources should be allocated 
according to need;

- Equitable distribution has proven a highly 
complex issue: maximizing utility, non-
discrimination, fairness and protection of 
vulnerable groups. 

Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
Key areas: resource allocation and triaging.considered also in health disparities, social determinants of health, racism, and social justice. ‘mental health’ and ‘mortality’ are overrepresented, when compared to the other Big Five queries. keywords in the area of vaccines, vaccines’ distribution, and vaccination campaigns – areas in which equity plays a central role – do not appear among the top 30 keywords, 



Emerging ethical issues

Proportionality of measures: legitimation and 
procedures

- Top-down vs bottom up: shall we listen? 
- How much controversy can we afford?
- Building resilience needs participation, 

communication, coordination, learning and 
polycentricity.

How proportionality is to be established in 
concrete cases (and by whom) is a question that 
currently intensely debated.

Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
Eg: shutting down hotels based on a certain incidence levelUsing passive social listening systems + censoring based on infodemic metrics…Clear distinction between descriptive and normative: it is not given that ‘what people believe’ is per se ‘the right thing to do’. Empirical data collected through citizen science approaches can greatly contribute to informing this debate with contextual information, e.g., on acceptability thresholds.The corpus on proportionality is surprisingly small and clustered around two areas:Concrete measures whose proportionality is in question (antibody testing, running ban, curfews) wider implications (disaster preparedness, civil rights, conflict of duties). 



Emerging ethical issues

Trust and trustworthiness

- High demands on public trust;
- Little information -> misinformation and 

disinformation;
- Directive and unilateral information flows do 

not support trust.

A bidirectional approach is needed in the longer 
run – citizens need to know what health 
authorities want them to do, health authorities 
need to know how citizens perceive the situation. 

Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
Active engagement esp. on morally loaded topics – openness across the board (more on that later) – who are you, and why are you telling me this story?central role in the vaccination area (vaccination campaigns, vaccine acceptance, and vaccine hesitancy). connected to a second relevant cluster of concepts, including risk perception, anxiety, and mental health. plays a role in literature targeting infodemics (misinformation, communication, conspiracy theories, media and social media). 



Key messages:
• The analysis of bioethical literature on COVID-19 unveils 5

main areas (autonomy, privacy, equity, proportionality,
trust);

• An algorithmic approach can help generating and
updating value-based checklists to keep in focus relevant
issues and identify new emerging ones.



5. Bidirectional risk and crisis communication

Spitale, Giovanni, Merten, Sonja, Jafflin, Kristen, Schwind, Bettina, Kaiser-Grolimund, Andrea, and Biller-
Andorno, Nikola. «A Novel Risk and Crisis Communication Platform to Bridge the Gap Between Policy Makers 

and the Public in the Context of the COVID-19 Crisis (PubliCo): Protocol for a Mixed Methods Study». JMIR 
Research Protocols 10, n. 11 (November 2021): e33653. https://doi.org/10.2196/33653

Institute of Biomedical Ethics
and History of Medicine

https://doi.org/10.2196/33653




Bidirectional risk and crisis communication

Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
Open science/ Citizen science approach – involve to empower



Bidirectional risk and crisis communication

Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
Targeted information based on evidence – which includes listening. But which information? And what kind of listening?



Bidirectional risk and crisis communication

Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
What people search for on GoogleWhat the news tell (factiva + nlp)What the academic community is curious about (NIH BSSR collection) - assessing COVID-19-relevant BSSR domains for clinical or population researchSee what’s there, what is needed, and what is missing. Fill the gapsWhat people look for – both n of queries and content change depending on many factors, e.g. canton, time in the pandemic, sociodemographics, …e.g: in Ticino perople searched a lot for ‘covid italy’, which is not that relevant for people living in JuraInformation available can vary a lot depending on the language. German: highly focused on quantitative aspects of the pandemic (“prozent”, “million”, “milliarde”, “zahl”). French: describing the pandemic and its effects on people and healthcare systemsItalian: focused on cases and fatalities more than the other ones. It is also the subcorpus in which “oms” ranks higher, indicating a higher attention for official WHO news and/or reports. The Italian subcorpus is also the only one in which “China” appears in the top 20 lemmas. English: dominated by information reported from other sources (“say”), which makes sense, given the fact that English is not an official language of the Confederation. Under the surface of common lemmas it is possible to notice a higher attention to the economic and financial impact of the pandemic. 



Cognitive 
understanding

Behavioral
dispositions Emotional state Moral orientationDemographics

Do people with children know what to do when symptopatic?

Are people who had indirect experience with COVID-19 more likely to get vaccinated? How would they want the 
vaccine to be distributed?

Is cognitive understanding correlated with willingness to comply with protective measures? 

…

Bidirectional risk and crisis communication

Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
The analysis of google trends data, factiva data, ant of the NIH BSSR collection allowed us to identify these as the core areas to include in our bidirectional communication system. Asking questions in these areas allows to provide personalized information that people need: georeferenced information (i.e.: specific for my context), general information, news, quantitative information, reports from official bodies, live updates, medical information, and tips.Answers that people give to have an individual benefit (personalized information) can be used to answer some of the pressing issues identified in the NIH BSSR collection



Bidirectional risk and crisis communication

Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
Diary component – enrich the interpretation and spot emerging issuesCitizen scientists can register and keep a diary with their reflections on how COVID-19 and related policy measures affect their daily routine, social practices, values and priorities These data can inform the revision or generation of new quantitative items, and allow a deeper, more contextualized analysis



Bidirectional risk and crisis communication

Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
Analytics component – open up the data: to policy makers, and to the publicIt provides information regarding information levels, behavioral dispositions, emotional states, moral preferences from live or finished surveys. PubliCo Analytics contains thematically focused policy briefs, in which we contextualize the data, interpret core findings, and make recommendations.It will also allow analysis of correlations of, e.g., vaccine prioritization preference and demographic sub-groups or support of preventive measures and COVID-19 experience. 



Key messages:
• PubliCo is a bidirectional RCC system with 3 main

components: survey, diaries, analytics;
• It has been built and developed with a citizen science

approach
• Aims to close the loop and provide feedback to policy

makers – while providing tailored information to the
public.

Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
… go and try it because it is cool and usable beyond COVID! (e.g.: phd evaluation survey)



6. Passive social listening

Spitale, Giovanni, Biller-Andorno, Nikola, and Germani, Federico. «Concerns Around Opposition to the Green 
Pass in Italy: Social Listening Analysis by Using a Mixed Methods Approach». Journal of Medical Internet 

Research 24, n. 2 (February 2022): e34385. https://doi.org/10.2196/34385

Institute of Biomedical Ethics
and History of Medicine

https://doi.org/10.2196/34385


Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
In that: when we started this Friday project, no one ever did something like this, afaik. It’s fine to feel like the dog in the meme, it means you’re breaking new ground, and that you need to be extra aware of the risk of messing up



Passive social listening

Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
This is us – with some degree of simplification. An amazing and thriving network of relations and connections of every sort.Our connections are not equally distributed – we don’t talk to everyone. Clusters tend to emerge, especially around specific topics. It’s not about the clusters and the connections – it’s about the people. Every node is a person, with their own identity, emotions, thoughts, and worries.How can we map what’s going on in here? How can we gauge the content and the temperature of the discussions among these folks?



Passive social listening

Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
Well, they all have phones, and they all use the same messaging app to keep in touch and discuss about what is concerning them – some more than others. We can access their conversations, as despite this specific app’s claims about end to end cryptography the task is rather simple – and legally allowed under certain conditions (see the paper for the fine print)



Category Group description n of users n of messages
no green 

pass
university, north 1770 7356

university, center 5168 10464
university, south 479 1879
generic 12295 33707
Total 19712 53406

control parrots 296 48494
videogames 750 43322
generic 294 10588
generic 210 1453
generic 218 21611
Total 1768 125468

Passive social listening

Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
Telegram study 1 – sampleFirst we defined our focus and gathered our data:– no green pass groups (uni students) – as they tend to argue more;– no green pass groups (from the general public) – to have also a broader picture– control groups (talking about whatever, from parrots breeding to pokemon go) – to be sure that we’re 



Passive social listening

Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
Telegram study 2 – methods and approachNLP:PseudonymizationTokenizationLemmatizationRule-based classification and codingQualitative analysis:Coding and thematic analysis



Passive social listening

Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
Telegram study 3 – quanti dataWhich rules were the most relevant in control chats?we focused on “green pass”, “COVID-19”, and “vaccine” and “freedom”. With this analysis we wanted to understand whether the legal lemmas that were overrepresented in green pass opposition chats were linked to a pronounced discussion about personal freedom, in connection with the discussion about the green pass and/or COVID-19 vaccines. All the above-mentioned rules were represented with a higher frequency in green pass opposition chats when compared with control chats, and these differences were statistically significant 



Passive social listening

Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
Average probability of negative sentiment in messages published in control (grey bar) versus green pass opposition (black bar) chats. (A). Average probability of negative sentiment per rule in control (grey bars) versus green pass opposition chats (black bars). (B). 0 indicates the maximum likelihood for an average message to display positive sentiment, whereas 1 indicates the maximum likelihood for an average message to display negative sentiment. *p<0.05, t-test. Error bars represent SEM.



On the other hand, it is a big mistake to take a stance on vaccines. Those who want to do so should 
do so. The point is only to be against this limitation of freedom and many vaccinated people are 
against the green pass. Do not introduce divisive or extremist elements that vote the initiative 
down (university, south, Pos. 742)

how can one ignore the vaccine issue if it is literally the main option for getting a pass?? 
(university, north, Pos. 6693)

Green pass and vaccines 1

Passive social listening

Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
Although the chats discuss the green pass, users often start debating about related topics, including the risk-benefit profile of COVID-19 vaccines, their efficacy and their use. Moderators often ask participants to stay on topic and avoid discussing these parallel issues. There are two main reasons: avoid conflict, as a (small) fraction of individuals who position themselves as anti-green pass are pro-vaccinations;avoid floods of misinformation which could discredit what the moderators perceive as a much-needed debateThese no-green pass chats have de facto been a proxy to discuss vaccines. Users know the green pass was introduced as a nudging measure to avoid mandatory vaccination. 



We must rebel, this vaccine is a gene therapy with no guarantee that it will work. Vaccinated 
people are just as infectious as unvaccinated people, it is clear that this vaccine does not protect 
against COVID. (university, north, Pos. 2612)

Their aim is to manipulate human beings by injecting them with a serum containing graphene, 
which can react with certain frequencies and modify the behaviour of cells. By changing the 
behaviour of cells, you can change the behaviour of human beings. (generic, Pos. 72471)

Green pass and vaccines 2

Passive social listening

Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
There is no evidence that vaccines work: they do not prevent the spread of the disease, and are less effective and more burdensome than alternative therapies to reduce the symptoms and avoid ending up in intensive care (the most quoted are hydroxychloroquine, cortisone, heparin, ivermectin, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug, and hyperimmune plasma transfusions)



IT IS CLEAR THAT THE GREEN PASS IS AN INSTRUMENT OF POLITICAL DISCRIMINATION THAT HAS 
NO RELATION TO THE ACTUAL HEALTH STATUS... (university, center, Pos. 3572 – 3579)

Do you still have to realize that even if the Regime decides to withdraw the COVID PASS, to let you 
go back to work, you have already become citizens of a totalitarian Regime? Citizens of a lousy 
Regime based on lies, on the progressive elimination of freedoms, on the violent suppression of 
dissent? (generic, Pos. 2127)

It’s a trap!

Passive social listening

Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
The green pass is an illegal measure and it is discriminatoryUsers allude to conspiracy theories according to which the green pass is an element of a bigger plan put in place either by governments or by covert powers to achieve other ends, usually the institution of a totalitarian regime



The main argument must continue to be that one must be able to refuse an injection, whatever it 
may be. The body is mine and I decide. And if you were to be convinced that the serum prevents 
x% of the infection (as some try to suggest), would our whole battle fall apart? I certainly hope it’s 
not the case. (university, north, Pos. 24367)

Vaccines are what this battle is for

Passive social listening

Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
only few are in favor of vaccinations, and those in favor of freedom of choice are typically hesitant about vaccines. Being aware that anti-vaccine discourse has been typically dismissed as conspiratory in nature and not worth considering, anti-green pass, often anti-vaccine supporters have oriented themselves towards different argumentations to defend their positions, revolving around legal aspects related to the concept of personal freedom. 



Passive social listening

Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
To summarize: The system works and let us understand what people talk abouta large fraction of anti-green pass individuals share anti-vaccine viewsthey generally do not argument their opposition to the green pass with anti-vaccine rhetoric, but rather focus on legal aspects and limitations of personal freedomThis is powerful and works well in the short run. But long-term will further undermine trust. Empowerment requires a different kind of listening – less eavesdropping and more active



Key messages:
• Passive social listening is incredibly effective;
• But eavesdropping other people’s conversations erodes

trust;
• Therefore on the long run tihs approach can start an

arms race for privacy vs control (negative impact on
effectiveness);

• Active social listening and direct engagement with
communities can mitigate this risk.



7. The value of people’s voices

Spitale, Giovanni, Glässel, Andrea, Tyebally-Fang, Mirriam, Mouton Dorey, Corine, and Biller-Andorno, Nikola. 
«Patient narratives – a still undervalued resource for healthcare improvement». Swiss Medical Weekly

(submitted, May 2022. Preprint: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6541400)

Institute of Biomedical Ethics
and History of Medicine

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6541400




The value of people’s voices

Individual Patient Experiences
Subjective narratives in which
participants tell their own
experience from their own point of 
view

Database
Data are indexed and structured, 
accessible to multiple actors for 
different purposes

Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
DIPEx Switzerland is part of DIPEx International, a network comprising research groups from 14 countries.We all follow the same methodology and generate similar data. 



The value of people’s voices

Interview guide
Semi-structured document listing the questions to ask and the 
prompts to give to the interviewee. Starts with an open section then
follows specific topics of interest.

Interview files
The interview is audio and/or video recorded – according to the 
preferences of the itwee – and then transcribed as text. 

Coding
The interviews are loaded in a software for computer assisted
qualitative data analysis. We define a specific coding tree and 
manually code the text (= assing one or more labels to a meaningful
passage) 



The value of people’s voices

W
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Data collection

Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
When COVID started we decided to work together and pool data in order to understand something more of this pandemic and its impact on people’s life



The value of people’s voices

Country People Status ITW guide used Target population

USA
Rachel Grob, Jane Alice Evered, Madison 
Wynn 7 interviews recorded standard plus additions

Recovered patients (including healthcare 
workers)

the 
Netherlands Nienke Verheij, Manna Alma 20 interviews coded (short, by phone)

different guide, will use the standard 
for new interviews Recovered patients

Brazil

Alicia Navarro de Souza,  Maria Inês 
Gandolfo Conceição, Ana Claudia 
Germani, Juliano Luna Ivone Cabral 32 interviews recorded, coding in progress

standard plus additions (spirituality, 
social inequality)

Recovered patients (including healthcare 
workers); at least 2 with long covid

Germany
Martina Breuning, Christine Holmberg, 
Anne Thier

15 existing itws with different itw guide (useful for 
comparisons) + 4 with long covid patients (standard itw
guide) different guide + standard Recovered patients + healthcare workers

Switzerland
Nikola Biller-Andorno, Susanne Jobges, 
Corine Mouton Dorey, Giovanni Spitale 13 interviews recorded; coding in progress. standard plus additions (icu)

recovered patients (including healthcare 
workers) (with a focus on ICU for a related 
project)

Japan

Rika Sato, Akiko Sawada, Rie Toyomoto, 
Emiko Wada 11 interviews recorded; coding in progress, target: 50.

standard

For COVID-19 interviews: recovered 
patients (9) and family members (2) 
(including 1 bereaved)

Spain
Vinita Mahtani, Emilio Sanz, Elisa Torres, 
Alicia Mora, Víctor Expósito 13 interviews recorded, coding in progress standard

recovered patients (including healthcare 
workers) and one caregiver

Australia
Lorraine Smith, Renata Kokanovic, Kate 
Johnston-Ataata, Anna Urbanowicz 8 interviews recorded, coding in progress standard

recovered patients (including healthcare 
workers when available)

UK

Lisa Hinton, Annelieke Driessen, Sue 
Ziebland, Tanvi Rai, Anna Dowrick, 
Kaveri Qureshi, Kate Hunt, Ashley 
Brown, Louise Locock

61 interviews recorded, coding in progress, target: 150

standard plus additions

Three studies: 1 - recovered ICU patients 
and relatives of deceased patients, 2 -
seldom heard groups in the UK, 
particularly Black, Asian and other 
minority groups, 3 – patients with long 
covid

Canada
Susan Law, Ilja Ormel, Michelle 
Marcinow, Linda Rozmovits

15 interviews recorded, 1 transcript not returned, 14 
interviews coded

standard plus additions (covid and 
pregnancy)

recovered patients (including healthcare 
workers)



10 Countries
195 interviews

… and more are coming!

Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
Quote little prince, «adults understand numbers» - but what are the stories behind the numbers?



The value of people’s voices

Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
What do we have? 1. Homogeneous demographic variables describing the sample…



The value of people’s voices



The value of people’s voices



The value of people’s voices



The value of people’s voices



The value of people’s voices

But we had wonderful neighbours who -- and a 
granddaughter who lives close, who picked up food for 
us. So we were in a good position. … 
(AU, social support)

even today I was talking to a preceptor at the Clinic, 
“hey, I got a call from a friend of mine who is using 
chloroquine, it looks crazy! She cannot have 
chloroquine, there is no evidence.” Then I was very 
quiet. Until today.  My fellows don't know I used it. […] 
But the media and medical literature started not to 
provide information at a speed that we needed to 
generate this discussion there at the Clinic. So, we 
started receiving a lot of information via WhatsApp. 
(BR, Local political conflicts/contexts)

E: And some guy came in and said you need to be 
intubated right now, and that's the last thing I 
remember. <<laughs>> Until I woke up like about two 
weeks later. In the ICU and the hoses in me everywhere 
and strapped down. 

(CH, urgency and (lack of) consent)

Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
2. The actual stories, coded.



Building codes in an international setting…
…is extra tricky:

• Why do I think this is important?
• What are my own cultural biases in interpreting this

(fragment of) a narrative?
• Are there any other possible interpretations?
• Can this experience be transversal, or it is intrinsically

connected to the context in which it happened?
• What do others see here?



The value of people’s voices

Code System Memo

Code System

CH coding branch codes specific for CH (emerging codes, in-vivo codes, micro codes, interpretative codes, ...)

physical contact is normal among friends (in vivo code)

common coding branch codes shared with the DI COVID-19 group

telehealth experience Experiences participating in healthcare via phone calls, video conferencing, remote monitoring, or electronic patient portals

context

Conflicts in the local political context Dilemmas and conflicts in the choices of preventive and therapeutic behaviors, for professionals, and for people in general, related to the politically polarized context and the way in which political positions were mixed with different projects to confront the epidemic -radicalized by the lack of knowledge of the disease, evidence still under construction and intense dissemination of fake news.

organizational reaction reaction of the organization to which the infected person belong, e.g. workplace, school, institution.: the decision to announce that someone in the organization was infected, change in the safety measures, support for the infected person, etc.

regional differences talking about differences in the actual spread of infection and in the perception of the risk of infection in different parts of the country,

trust in authorities means: the interviewee expresses trust for federal or local authorities or commends their course of conduct

becoming aware of the pandemic landscape the interviewee realizes that the pandemic exists (including details about lockdowns, case and mortality rates, sold out stores, and lacking or evolving knowledge about COVID-19) and might be a problem. 
does not mean: first signs or suspects of infection

unclear information from authorities means: the interviewee refers dilemmas and conflicts involving the choice of preventive and therapeutic approaches, both for healthcare professionals and people in general, as a reflection of the politically polarized context and the way in which political positions were mixed with different projects to face the epidemic - radicalized by the lack of knowledge about the disease, still under construction and intense dissemination of fake news.

information and knowledge

HCPs learning from people Partnerships between people and HCPs in learning about, sharing information, and managing COVID

fake news and misinformation means: the interviewee expressly define some information as "fake news"

information or advice from governmental authorities means: general advice to the population

information or advice from health care professionals means: advice received from health care professionals at a personal level

information source means: the interviewee explicits a source of information s/he used regarding COVID-19

evaluating sources of information means: the interviewee expresses personal views on trusted / mistrusted sources of information

information on COVID-19 means: the interviewee refers information s/he has on COVID-19. could be about symptoms, transmission, prevalence, ...

effects of information means: the interviewee reflects on what effect some information had on his experience

impact of misinformation on personal relationships means: the interviewee describe how what s/he perceives as misinformation or bad information impacted their personal relationships

perceiving risk means: the interviewee is aware of facing some sort of risk connected to the pandemic

comparisons with other jurisdictions or countries means: the interviewer compares the situation of his country with some other country.

reliance on own experiential knowledge referring to previous experiences to interpret new phenomena, including comparisons with other people's covid experience

infection

asymptomatic covid COVID without subjective symptoms diagnosed by PCR testing

first signs and symptoms means: description of first signs and symptoms of the COVID-19 infection
does not mean: evaluation or opinion or reflection or reaction to the symptoms

evaluating signs and symptoms means: the interviewee expresses opinions or reactions or evaluations of the symtoms he is experiencing, interpreting them with his knowledge of his personal health conditions and with his understanding of COVID-19

suspecting COVID-19 means: the evaluation of signs and symptoms leadt the interviewee to suspecting being infected with COVID-19

later symptoms means: symptoms experienced by the interviewee (after the first ones)

confirmation of infection means: how the infection was confirmed (tested, consultation with physician, …

reason for seeking healthcare or medical assistance means: the interviewee explains why s/he decided to seek medical advice (in relation with COVID-19)

first consultation with health care professionals means: the interviewee seeks medical advice for the first time because of the COVID-19 symptoms

describing symptoms Experiences telling HCPs about symptoms including terms used to explain symptoms

interactions with health care professionals means: how the interviewee refers s/he interacted with healthcare professionals (GP, hospital staff, personnel in testing points, ...) in the context of the diagnosis

realizing being infected means: the interviewee interprets signs and simptoms, and realizes s/he could have contracted COVID-19

suspected cause of own infection means: the interviewee refers the event(s) s/he considers as a potential cause of the infection (of self)

contact tracing the interviewee expain formal contact-tracing activities in which they have been involved(e.g. interviews with health authorities). Distinct from "infection chains related to the interviewee" and "fear of infecting others".

infection chains related to the interviewee means: the interviewee refers potential or actual infection chains in the household/personal network, e.g: infecting a relative or being infected by a relative. 
Distinct from "fear of infecting others"; distinct from "contact tracing"

experiences of 'long COVID' or post-viral fatigue means: how the interviewee experienced "long COVID" - > symptoms lasting longer than 12 weeks (see: PMID: 33555768)

testing

not getting tested means: reasons why the interviewee has not been tested

getting tested means: reasons why the interviewee has been tested

testing experience means: the interviewee refers their experience of getting tested for COVID-19

treatment

decision making process for treatment means: the interviewee refers who chose the context and kind of treatment and how the decision was made. Includes involving others in finding treatments (especially in the case of home remedies).

involving others in decision making processes means: the interviewee explains who was invoved (and how/to which degree) in deciding about treatment options.

pharmaceutical treatment means: the interviewee refers the kind of medications he used during the acute phase of the infection

hospital treatment means: the interviewee refers the kind of treatment(s) received in hospital

home treatment means: the interviewee refers the kind of treatment arranged at home. Include self-care tools, supplements, humidifiers, rest, having or missing tools such as a thermometer that need for assessing symptoms.

self-monitoring of illness progress the interviewee refers procedures or practices to monitor the progress of the illness/recovery. might include evaluation of symptoms, or resorting to simple diagnosic tools e.g saturimeters.

evaluation of health services the interviewee expresses reflective evaluations on the level of health care received, including access to care

post-infection follow up means: the interviewee refers and eventually evaluates follow-up care (after discharge or after recovery), including communication with health authorities post-infection

impact on social life and navigating social relationships

self-disclosure though (social) media people disclosing their COVID experience via Facebook/other social media/publishing it in the print media

feedback from others about signs and symptoms comments from others about how ill someone seems

not realizing someone might have COVID assumptions within a social circle that all are healthy, including characterization of symptoms as not bale to be seen by others

need for empathy means: the interviewee expresses or experiences a need for empathy from others

coping with others' anxieties regarding COVID-19 “Navigating the upset of everyone” - including feeling a need to be means: “tuning out the noise” in order to assess and manage own symptoms and get through days. “Overwhelmed” by others’ “doom and gloom” attitudes - feelings associated with others’ anxieties and emotional reactions to COVID.

who to talk, how to explain means: the interviewee feels  isolation related to not knowing others with similar experiences

unwillingness to communicate means: the interviewee is reluctant or unwilling to communicate their feelings, ideas or concerns to friends or relatives. "Internal lockdown"

willingness to communicate means: the interviewee is willing and keen to sharing their feelings, ideas or concerns with friends or relatives

disclosing COVID-19 means: the interviewee refers how it was to disclose to others details abouw own experience with COVID-19

downplaying or hiding symptoms means: masking, hiding, or characterizing symptoms as less severe when communicating with family, friends, partners, coworkers either  “so that nobody would know” or so that those who did wouldn’t know full extent.

impact on daily life and management

returning to work and impact on work the interviewee explains how it was to return to work and whether there has been any impact caused by their past COVID-19 infection

working while having COVID-19 means: the interviewee explains how and why kept working during the course of illness, including adapting work routine

impact on own daily life and routines how having COVID-19 reshaped own routines and household activities

impact on familiy life how having COVID-19 reshaped family routines, household activities, chores, ...

social support

offering support to others Offering others with COVID advice, reassurance, or tangible aid

lack of support the interviewee explicitly reflects how in circumstances arising from the COVID-19 infection support would have been needed and was not available.

family response how the family members responded to the infection

family support means: support received from members of the family

non-formal social support means: social support from neighbours, friends, acquaintances or other people in personal networks

formal social support means: social support from institutions, associations, churches or similar organized entities.

financial impact

loss of income loss of income/economical insecurity due to absence from work

medical expenditure cost of testing, cost of treatment of COVID, cost of treatment of Long COVID

recovery

confirmation of recovery means: how the end of the disease was confirmed (e.g: testing).

experience of recovery means: how the interviewee subjectively experienced the recovery process - e.g: easing of symptoms, changing psychological conditions/attitude to life, ...

reactions of HCPs to recovery means: how health care practitioners reacted to the recovery of the interviewee

socializing after clearing virus how the interviewee returned to everyday life, including engaging in social activities, after the end of the disease.

existential outcomes means: how the experience of COVID-19 changed the weltanschauung or the life priorities of the interviewee

hopes and expectations for society means: the interviewee expresses personal hopes and expectations for how society will change after COVID-19.

vaccinations

access to vaccinations - others the interviewee makes considerations about access to vaccinations (for others) - including general justice considerations on fair allocation

expectations and doubts means: the interviewee expresses personal views, expectations and doubts/fears on covid vaccines.

access to vaccinations - self the interviewee makes considerations about access to vaccinations (for self)

life and identity

health literacy Descriptions of one's own level of healthcare knowledge, savviness, or experience

old self (pre-infection) during the pandemic means: life in the pandemic - but before getting infected

familial relational or social context means: the interviewee refers information that deepens or broadens the demographical information

hobbies, interests or lifestyle means: the interviewee refers interests, hobbies or passions that can enrich the demographics.

pre-existing health condition means: the interviewee refers to own pre-existing medical condition(s) not related to COVID-19

uncertainty

oddness of the pandemic period means: the interviewee explains how the pandemic (so not only the experience with the disease but the broader context) has been odd, weird or unusual.

uncertainty as a source of moral distress means: the interviewee reacts to uncertainty with fear and/or panic

better to know means: the interviewee explains how the reduction of uncertainty (i.e: getting to know something, even if bad news) reduces fear - "better a known evil than an unknown evil" 

better NOT to know means: the interviewee explains why not knowing has been somehow beneficial ("I was glad I didn't know how these people were dying alone")

uncertainty about own experience and impact of COVID-19 means: the interviewee reflects on the uncertain outcomes of their COVID-19 disease. "maybe I will end up in ICU, or maybe I'll die. How will my family cope with that?"

HCP uncertainty about COVID-19 means: the interviewee reflects on how in the context of a new disease even health care professionals are facing "unknown unknowns"

safety measures

impact of becoming a close contact how the life changes after learning that one had come into close contact with an infected patient; the anxiety and oddness of being placed in an uncertain position (most people do not get tested for COVID-19, unless they are officially recognized by the authority that they are at risk of infection)

impact of pre-existing condition in choice of safety measures means: the interviewee cites a pre-existing medical condition as a reason to adopt specific safety measures (including isolation)

adherence to safety measures means: the interviewee lists safety measures in force or suggestred and evaluates their own adherence to said measures.

isolation, quarantine and lockdown differentiation between lockdown, isolation and quarantine:

Lockdown: the entire region or State in which the interviewee lives is subject to isolation measures. 

Isolation separates people with COVID-19 or suspected of having COVID-19, from people who do not have the virus. If you are required to isolate, you will need to do so in your home, in other accommodation or in hospital if you need care. 

Quarantine is when you are well but may have been in contact with someone with COVID-19. If this happens, you must stay home or in other accommodation. (Source: Healthdirect Australia)

in-house isolation the interviewee refers isolation measures put in place within the household to protect other members, e.g: differential paths, protocols, allocation of rooms, seeing relatives from behind a window, ...

impact on children the psychological impact of isolation of the infected parent, or the isolation of the whole family, on young children.

deciding about isolation measures means: the interviewee refers about the deliberational process on isolation measures. Could be imposed, suggested, chosen voluntarily, ...

coping with isolation measures means: the interviewee refers how s/he adapted to isolation measures, including habit changes

voluntary quarantine means: the interviewee refers how s/he has been subject to voluntary isolation measures - possibly including the reasons justifying it

(emotional) reaction to lockdown dispositions means: the interviewee refers how they felt and reacted to lockdown measures imposed by authorities

psychosocial dimension

Shifting roles: from professional to patient and humanized care how health professionals experienced the shift of roles when being cared for as patients.

fear

fear vs solidarity dilemma the interviewee struggles between the desire of expressing solidarity and togetherness and the fear of consequences (either sanctions or health risks)

fear of death and dying means: the interviewee refers fearful feelings when confronted with the ideas of death and dying (own death or others')

fear of infecting others means: the interviewee refers being afraid or worried of infecting others/starting infection chains

emotional response to diagnosis how the interviewee felt when receiving a diagnosis of COVID-19.

impact on relationships means: the interviewee experiences challenges when dealing with the issues of coexistence / conjugality / affective-sexual life in the face of the risks and uncertainties resulting from the infection.

shame and stigma Feelings of shame or stigma related to having COVID including themes related to moralization of people who have had COVID.

impact on psychological or mental health means: the interviewee explains how COVID-19 impacted on their psychological status.

impact on sense of self how the sense of self was changed or reshaped by the experience

somatization means: the interviewee suspects experiencing somatic symptoms as a consequence of psychological distress

coping with psychological impact means: strategies put in place to cope with the psychological impact of the disease, regaining control and integrating the experience

empathizing with others hit by COVID-19 means: the interviewee reflects on the feelings of other people hit by the pandemic

advice for others

advice for HCPs means: advice the interviewee would give to HCPs

suggestions for best public health or medical practice means: the personal views of the interviewee on what would be good medical practice

advice for others infected by COVID-19 means: the interviewee shares advice to other people who are experiencing COVID-19

advice for family and friends the interviewee shares advice for people in the social network

advice for others in general means: the interviewee shares advice for people who are experiencing the indirect effects of the pandemic, but not COVID-19

evaluation of the interview means: the interviewee expresses their own opinion on the questions, on the interviewer, and on the process in general.

134 codes in the shared branch
(to have comparable data)

Complete freedom to work in the local branch
(to capture local or specific phenomena)



The value of people’s voices

Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
35 most common codes, size proportional to frequency



The value of people’s voices

Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
From coded material to analysis to interpretation to deliverables – that’s the role of a DB, plus some relevant side effects (if FAIR)



The value of people’s voices

Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
The index database allows us to respect the FAIR data principles while protecting the original data



The value of people’s voices

Applying a simple NLP pipeline to 
the selected text
…looks like in 2 line of code but I’m
actually cheating (they are 43)

Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
CMI dataset – lemma frequency in text version of experiences (filtering for one specific code: delusions/hallucinations/dreams/anxiety). This is just an example – once the data are FAIR you can do whatever you want: secondary analysis, preparing an exam, writing a podcast, …



Key messages:
• Rigorous qualitative data are a useful lens to study

complex phenomena, crucial in:
• Improving person centered care,
• patient empowerment,
• HCP training.

• A solid data structure allows international collaborations
and comparisons;

• A database infrastructure allows FAIR data stewardship
(multiple specific interfaces, maximized data reuse);

• This requires consistent processes and standards.

Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
Re. 2: fundamental to understand cross-national issues, e.g. impact of healthcare system or local politics or other variables in pandemic managementWe aim to set the standards



8. Future perspectives

Spitale, Giovanni, Germani, Federico (co-first), and Biller-Andorno, Nikola. «The PHERCC matrix. An ethical 
framework for planning, governing, and evaluating Risk and Crisis Communication in the context of Public 

Health Emergencies». American Journal of Bioethics (submitted, May 2022. Preprint: 
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6559205)

Institute of Biomedical Ethics
and History of Medicine

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6559205




PHERCC?
• Some research (but from business) -> reputation repair.

• Detect, notify and report on public health threats;
• Disseminate information and recommendations for the 

population;
• Increase communities’ resilience to disasters via people-

centred multi-hazard communication mechanisms and 
social technologies. 

(Sendai framework 2015, 21)

Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
PHERCC: Public health emergency risk and crisis communicationLittle to no ethical guidance for PHERCC!



PHERCC!
• Define:

• Aims,
• Stakeholders,
• Process (+issues),
• Approach;

• Provide theoretical reflection and practical guidance for
planning, governing, and evaluating PHERCC actions;

• Contribute a solid foundation for better PHERCC in the
future.

Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
(2 orange slides in a row: this is important for sure)



Future perspectives

The PHERCC process
A looped ladder

Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
Aim: keep people informed and aware, reduce infection rates, curb economical damage, …Summarize as: elicit protective behaviours + guaranteeing and fostering freedom of informationThis needs a space for ‘structured asynchronous conversations’



Fair or effective?
• You can enforce ‘hard’ risk response strategies;
• You cannot enforce understanding and communication!

To achieve its aims (eliciting specific protective behaviors
across different segments of the public and increasing risk
awareness) PHERCC needs the public to be on board.

• There is no tradeoff between fairness or effectiveness;
• Fairness is a conditio sine qua non for effectiveness.

Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
HRRS e.g: quarantine, lockdown, …… so how do we make it fair (fairness as justice - Rawls)?



Future perspectives

Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
Openness – transparency – inclusivity – understandability – privacy 



Future perspectives

Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
Process x principles = matrix – that’s the ultimate tool for planning, governing and evaluatingAim: guarantee fairness across the process -> effectivenessThe questions are just some examples



Key messages:
• Novel area, much more research is needed!
• PHERCC is dense of ethical implications and potential

pitfalls, needs guidance;
• No tradeoffs between fairness and effectiveness;
• Process x Principles = the PHERCC matrix.

Develop and bolster people-centred multi-hazard 
communication mechanisms and social technologies that 
are both fair and effective.



9. Conclusion

Institute of Biomedical Ethics
and History of Medicine





Conclusion

Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
Open science across the board!Open dissertation: everything (besides the NEJM Catalyst paper, dammit) is OAAll the intermediate datasets are available on my Zenodo repoSame is true for the code…links to open methods: the code is structured in notebooks and heavily commentedCitizen science componentsOS is more and more often a requirement (funders, unis) and a moral obligation OS -> fairness -> effectiveness



Something’s happening and it might be on my dish

Let’s navigate it in a smart and fast way…

…mapping emerging issues across the board…

…and building novel instruments 
able to listen to people in a 

variety of ways.

Systematize in a precise, 
solid and applicable way 
what we learnt on one 

specific issue

Gamified empowerment 
for public discourse

Ethics to graphic novels

Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
Covid will not be the last ‘grey swan’ in our lifetime (e.g.: climate change)pave the way, and set a direction giving an example: this is what and how the academic community can contribute – and wants to contribute – to the wellbeing of the society it stems from: mapping, understanding, and building systemic resilience. Future work (agora, NRP 80):  empowering people, guaranteeing everyone the means to participate in a reasonable public discourse which requires some command of key moral termsNrp80 submitted yesterday - Transition to last meme…



Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
Opsie, not this one…



Note del presentatore
Note di presentazione
Yup, that’s right.
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